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Lucky dog! Life is a romp in the park after Tucker rolls in clover in this gleeful new tale about a

charmingly expressive pup.When Tucker the terrier wakes up on Saint Patrickâ€™s Day, he gets off

on the wrong paw. Nothing is going his way until he rolls in a bed of clover â€” a bed of four-leaf

clovers, that is, which just happens to belong to a leprechaun! Lucky Tucker! From snatching a

falling scoop of ice cream to wrestling with his best friends to getting a whole box of new toys,

Tucker is now the luckiest dog around!
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LUCKY TUCKER is the story about a dog named Tucker. Tucker doesn't start off being very lucky.

Nothing seems to go his way. One day he rolls around in a bed of clovers. It turns out the clover

patch belongs to a leprechaun. The leprechaun tells Tucker that now he has rolled in his clover

patch, Tucker's luck is going to dramatically change. A cute little story that anyone who likes dogs

and leprechaun's will probably enjoy.

In our household we like the Tucker books but the illustrations were rather small in this latest

edition. Following the story of how the dog's St. Patrick's Day was a very lucky day for Tucker was

OK but, unfortunately, my granddaughter wasn't that entranced by the illustrations...I think the size

may have been the problem. This book quickly ended up in the "look at it once and then forget it"



pile. That's NOT SO LUCKY for Tucker!Book provided by publisher.

Ms. McGuirk has hit another home run! This book is absolutely delightful and fun. I am sharing it

with my grandbabies and they never tire of the story, the pictures and the adventure. This is a must

have for all parents and grandparents!Mary Lou LoPreste

We are big fans of Leslie McGuirk and she's not let us down! One day Tucker the Terrier meets a

Leprechaun and his day is immediately better. Sometimes St. Patrick's Day gets lost in the shuffle

between Valentine's Day and Easter but luckily for us "Lucky Tucker" won't let St. Paddy's be

forgotten ever again!

I have just recently given this book to two of my friends who have small children. They absolutely

loved it and wanted it read over and over again. "Lucky Tucker" is an adorable story!

I love McGuirk's books. The illustrations are playful and the books are always positive. They are

good for young kids because the texts are simple enough for them to remember and read along

(before they can really read!). She has several other books not available on , but I would

recommend them all, Tucker is a sweetie!

Ms. McGuirk has hit another home run! As in all the other Tucker books in the series, this puppy has

some wacky, quirky adventures! My kid (and I) loved it and must have read it 100 times!Good job,

Maestro McGuirk!

Huge fan of the Leslie McGuirk tucker books. Plan to eventually order each one. I received this book

and it was autographed from 3rd party seller which was exciting as I was not expecting that!
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